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What kind of items might be managed through e-portfolio systems?
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These are the building blocks. Semantically different things can be distinguished by types (with vocabulary) within each item. Meaningful complex structures can be built up using these. This alphabetic listing does not imply any priority.

Acheivements
States that were desired and have been brought about by or with the involvement of the person, including qualifications, certificates, licences, awards, prizes, and other achievements which may have no certification. These need to be carefully distinguished from activities, since activities have duration, while achievements have only a time of fulfilment. To have completed an activity could count as an achievement, but it is not the same thing as the activity itself. To have created something may be counted as an achievement, but the thing itself is counted as a product, not an achievement.
Activities done
Any kind of activity in which the person has participated, or is participating. Has duration. Jobs, courses, adventures, voluntary activities, can all be included here.
Activities planned
Planned personal activities, but also activities planned by a body, such as courses, which may involve the person. An ongoing activity may be both partly planned and partly done at the same time. The structure is much the same as for activities done, but the distinction is important.
Affiliations
Information about the relationship of the person with any organisations including educational institutions, employers, professional bodies, agencies. Affiliation is rather too restrictive a word to capture the full sense here. The person’s identifier with that organisation can be recorded here.
Assertions
Statements, claims, explanations, etc. about the person or things in the portfolio, which might be by the person him or herself, or by another person or body. Structured like reflections.
Competencies
Competencies – knowledge, skills or attitudes – that either are or were claimed by the person, or are aimed for. These could be described in their own terms by the person, or for wider use and interoperability, referred to a published competency definition.
Evaluations
Records of how one or more activities or products have been formally, summatively assessed or evaluated by others. This should link in with assessment practice and outcomes, and could link to competencies.
Goals
Future desired states of the world in relation to the person. Typically, a goal could be to acquire a competency by a certain date, or at a certain level, or by a particular means, or to achieve something else. The structure is similar to that of achievements.
Identification
Names, postal and e-mail addresses, phones, photos, etc. etc.
Interests
Anything that personally motivates: sports, hobbies, pastimes, personally-held values, etc.
Organisations
Placeholders for reference to any corporate bodies such as educational institutions, employers, government departments, regulatory bodies, examining or assessing authorities, associations, nations, etc. The relationship between the person and these organisations is represented by affiliations.
Other Persons
Placeholders for reference to other people who are of significance in a portfolio. It would be reasonable to include in portfolio records the other person’s role vis-à-vis the focal person, or their relationship to that person, their relevance, and their contact details, but little if anything else. 
Products
Artefacts, assets, objects, things, that have been created or put together by the person, or with the person’s participation. These include the works of art in a traditional artist’s portfolio, digital artefacts, objects made like chairs, things put in order like gardens, also social, economic and political actualities such as projects, companies or other organisations viewed as things that have been brought into being or helped along their way. Though physical objects themselves cannot be contained in an e-portfolio, information about them and representations of them can. Digital artefacts can be packaged along with the associated product information in an e-portfolio.
Reflections
Things written, normally by the person, which express thoughts, attitudes, feelings, understandings, about self or any of a wide range of other things in an e-portfolio. Structure is like assertions.
Relationships
Relationships between items in the portfolio, which can be vital to their meaning. Relationships can be between things of the same kind, such as when an activity is part of another activity, or between different kinds, such as when a course activity leads to the achievement of a qualification. Many other relationships can be usefully defined. Relationships can even relate to other relationships, as when there may be an assertion explaining a relationship.
and metadata
Metadata about the above information describes who has what rights over that information – viewing, editing, intellectual property, “stewardship” etc. – as well as when records were created and edited.





